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Abstract: In a distributed environment such as the Semantic Web, the knowledge 

exploration and discovery with RDF data poses unique challenges with the data volumes rising 

exponentially. The query engines of RDF data optimized in terms of the order of joining the partial 

query results generate an efficient query process and best fit solutions. The challenges faced in the 

RDF chain query optimization process are many such as the possible huge increase in the query 

paths generated proportionate to the increase in query size. The varying efficiency obtained with 

each query path is another problem. The cost of determining the query paths has to be controlled 

for incurring a minimal overhead and according to the allocation criteria. The optimization of 

query paths for RDF data has been studied widely and many approaches devised have attempted 

to solve this issue comprehensively. This manuscript portrayed a comprehensive review on the 

contemporary approaches of the RDF query optimization techniques.  

Keywords: RDF chain query optimization, ant colony optimization, genetic algorithm, iterative 

improvement, simulated annealing. 

1 Introduction 

The Semantic Web [1] is capable of processing enormous data volumes and is capable of handling 

today’s rapidly increasing data flow challenges and complicated problems of efficient data 

exploration, comprehension, and retrieval [2]. This enables the technology in making competent 

decisions compared to the contemporary web technology.  Semantic web is now an efficient 

alternative to the existing web technology. 

The Semantic Web achieves comparative efficiency because of its capability of storing 

several different sources of linked data. The interrelated and enormously huge linked data is 

depicted using a new and efficient data source called RDF (Resource Description Framework). 

The RDF data source is capable of efficient machine data interpretation of the linked data sources 

which enables effective data description and metadata [3] exchange. The integration of numerous 

sources of data possible with the technology is efficient for precise and individual information 

requirements.  

The efficiency of querying the widely distributed and huge RDF data sources is achieved 

with fast RDF query engines using RDF Query Language (SPARQL) and the SPARQL Protocol 

[4]. A SPARQL query process has individual queries comprising of several sub-queries which 

query multiple sources simultaneously. In terms of the query specific complete requirements the 

query results are merged and the execution order of the distinct query parts determines the 

efficiency of the query. The query paths efficiency in optimizing the execution time is vital for 

real-time environments where huge user specific requirements make semantic web technology 

highly significant.  
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This manuscript comprises the comprehensive review on RDF query optimization methods 

observed in contemporary literature. 

. 

2 Review of Literature 

An initial approach devised for RDF optimization is based on algorithm 2PO (two-phase 

optimization) [5] and applies an iterative improvement technique. The next method devised is the 

SA (Simulated Annealing) based approach. The contemporary methods devised for handling RDF 

query chain optimization found to be significant towards quality solutions are the GA (Genetic 

Algorithm) based method and, the ACO (Ant Colony Optimization) [2] method. 

These techniques have been limited merely a single source [2], [6]. In contrast to these 

methods several heterogeneous sources are usually involved in an RDF query process. The 

Semantic Web is a wide-area network (WAN) or a distributed setting where the data sources joined 

are distributed far away from each other rather than being in a single hard disk memory.  

The elementary models related with effective processing of SPARQL queries [7] is 

contributed in this literature. Here, the study is performed on (a) the intricacy analysis of entire 

operators in the query language of SPARQL (b) SPARQL algebra equivalences (c) algorithm 

aimed at optimizing “semantic SPARQL queries”. Complexity analysis envisages that all 

SPARQL fragments come under the NP category. 

Huge quantity of the RDF data often demands query optimization that combines the partial 

query outcomes. The work [8] presents that ACS (ant colony system) is proposed in this literature 

for effective query in the environment of semantic web. The development in the solution costs is 

compared with contemporary algorithms such as “two-phase optimization (2PO) [6]” & Genetic 

Algorithm (GA) [5]. It is proved that ACS method performs better than contemporary approaches.  

The work [5] presents that for optimizing the SPARQL queries known as “RDF-chain 

queries”, a novel GA is devised known as “RCQ-GA [5]”. Here, chain queries are optimized by 

the algorithm by identifying the order which joins required to be executes. The algorithm 

performance is compared with 2-phase optimization & results presents the solution quality and 

consistency.  

The work [9] presents that “cardinality estimation centric join ordering algorithm” is one that 

targeted for optimizing the SPARQL query join order to attain minimal performance time. This 

method has performance analysis, which is conducted on arbitrary & star queries. Here, the metric 

search optimization is deliberated in this method and also particular to scan “single RDF store”.  

The work [10] presents that “PSO (particle swarm optimization)” is the other evolution 

scheme that was utilized for optimizing distributed data queries base-context. As movement of 

particle is in framework of “probability distribution computational complexity” of this method is 

also not linear. The method is not explained as particular to the “Distributed RDF & optimality” 

changes as per the set of parameters.  

The work [11] presents “parallel join algorithm” that is ensemble of 3 algorithms, which 

combines multiple queries in bounded manner. Here, cost of access is not deliberated in respect to 

optimize cost of join as considerable confine of the method, but this method is vigorous towards 

the size of data.   
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The work [12] presents querying graphs known as G-SPARQL, the other standard method in 

this literature. The G-SPARQL divides query into the subqueries & executes every subquery into 

the framework of optimal usage of memory. Here, computational complexity of this method is 

non-linear and is deficient in optimizing the search space & access cost.  

The work [13] presents the “SPARQL query processing” method, which utilizes the index 

structure for optimizing search space to scan RDF triples is suggested. This method is depended 

on structure of tree for optimizing the query joins. Here, this method is vigorous, as the cost of 

access is not considered as factor for optimizing the join cost.   

The work [14] presents “Map Reduce framework” devised in framework of reducing response 

time. Algorithm, which devised for assisting this context is “All-Possible-Join tree (APJ-tree)”. In 

respect to optimize search-space, bloom filter is utilized by the APJ-Tree algorithm. Similar to 

standard methods explored, this method does not consider the cost of access as the parameter for 

the optimization of join cost and appears as robust for query scanning on the “single RDF-store”.  

The confines, which are noticed in all these contemporary methods are that optimizing queries 

in the environment of single source and not showing the optimal performance and its robustness 

in the query chains through huge amount of the joins. Further, the cost of access is not deliberated 

as parameter for optimizing the join cost.  

Parallel query optimization can be termed as the serial optimization algorithms generating 

plans, which are executed in parallel [15] for query processing. Though contextually there are 

varied considerations in realizing the term, in the current scenario a parallel algorithm for 

generating query plans are discussed.  

In [16] the authors have focused on problem of the load-balancing through restricting the URIs 

storage & literals, depending on storage capacity of local-peers. Though the process might provide 

the desired outcome, still the challenge is about probable loss of complete result. In [17] the study 

has targeted to address the issue by developing an intersection tree over DHT position of an overlay 

well-known triple component. Such kind of the load-balancing is delicate in instance of failure of 

node in the overlay tree, and could even result in loss of the complete branch of tree.  

In [18], the study has worked on huge variation amid peer’s data load upon triples being 

indexed 3 times by fixed hash depth of 1. It envisaged that with hash depth maximum value, the 

better is distribution of triples amid peers. But it comes with cost of network communication in 

the instance of query evaluation, as many peers are queried for assessment of tripartite pattern.  

In [19], for addressing the biased load balancing hotspot, the solution in respect to indexing a 

triple aimed at each possible combination of its 2 components such as subject + object, subject + 

predicate, predicate + object and such type of combination are suggested. The effect of such 

procedure is the triples extra storage in network, regardless of attaining fair distribution of triple 

load.  

In [20], for enhancing the distribution of query load, study has focused on indexed triples by 

combination of varied triple elements, resulting in 7 replications for every triple in total. Here, it 

is utilized in storage overhead aimed at distributing the query processing load amid peers. 

However, the key element missing was about studying the overhead usage for enhancing response 

time for query processing.  
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In [21], the notion of quad is used for representing RDF data & a solution with optimized 

index structure aimed at assisting RDF queries assessment in “centralized RDF data stores” are 

considered.  

The study reflects that only 6 indexes are essential for covering the entire range of 16 access 

patterns, but each access patterns deliberated a quad while there is an integration of predicate, 

context, subject or object is either variable or defines. Deliberating such opportunity for lessening 

the number of required indexes, and in segment IV-B only 3 of the indexes are required for new 

index scheme to ensure coverage of all the 8 possible triple patterns.  

The proposed work connects to the earlier works that parallelize classical dynamic program 

designed with query optimization algorithm [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], and [28]. Many of 

the prior algorithms were devised for shared-memory structures, which lack scalability over a 

certain level of parallelism [29]. In the other way, prior algorithms evaluated to consider certain 

volume, but the algorithm devised in [28] evinced scalability with shared-nothing architecture 

comprising over 250 workers. Some of the key factors that differentiate prior algorithms to 

proposed algorithm is the limitation and scalability.  

In the earlier algorithms, the query patterns that are independent, cyclic or recursive only 

planned to execute in parallel as independent threads and there is presumption that all the threads 

might share common data structures and thus it is easier to access intermediary results generated 

in the other threads. This practice leads to huge communication overhead over shared-nothing 

architectures and moreover, these algorithms least significant towards optimizing query patterns 

found multiple query chains submitted in distributed environment. In addition, the earlier 

algorithms have relied on central coordinator for assigning rather fine-tuned optimization of tasks 

to the work threads. Two of the key disadvantages of such process are: i) it needs considerable 

communication among the master and workers ii) increased levels of time complexity in managing 

at central system, which leads to delay in implementing parallelism. 

The primary objective of the distributed or decentralized RDF systems [30], [31], [32], [33], 

[34], [35] denote the data projection across the multiple data sources fall in same cluster, which is 

either in the form of replication or of the partitioned data tuples [36], [37]. However, each of these 

clusters referred as single end point in regard to RDF querying process.  These systems are 

intended to minimize the processing time taken by the query execution on single end point. The 

other dimension of the RDF systems that referred as federated RDF systems allows accessing the 

data through SPARQL queries having independent or remote endpoints, which is since the 

federated RDF systems are not having control over the data. 

Federated SPARQL methods such as Hi-BISCuS [38], ANAPSID [39], SPLENDID [40] are 

on basis of gathered statistics and information regarding the data held at every endpoint. Cost of 

addition of novel endpoint is comparative to the data size. The other methods like Lusail [41], [42], 

and FedX [43] uses the SPARQL-ASK queries in finding the related endpoint, and the cache 

outcomes of queries are used for future. Hence the cost of start-up and addition of novel endpoint 

is minor. The Federated SPARQL methods generally separate query into the selected-groups of 

the triple –patterns; where every group has an outcome only at 1- endpoint. The works [44], [45], 

[46], [47] have many efforts to concentrate on the “web-based data integration” on the 

“heterogeneous information sources” [48]. 

Generally, wrapper is allowed at every source of data to convert among the data models and 

assisted languages. Furthermore, methods like [49], [50], [51] are the peer-peer methods which 
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connect the heterogeneous network of data-sources. Unlike standard methods, Lusail decays on 

basis of query for checking the instances of data thus shifting many of the computation 

intermediate outcomes towards endpoints. Furthermore, “sub-query ordering” procedure in the 

Lusail is conducted by connecting the outcomes of sub-queries by join-operations; and the cost of 

communication for executing every sub-query to find the finest ordering that manages among the 

cost of communication and degree of the parallelism. The work [42] however not planned to search 

space optimization and available cost optimization.  

The contemporary methods of query optimization often achieves by reorganizing the triple 

pattern sequence, and the other significant parameters towards join ordering were explored here: 

The work [5] presents the primary solution in context of RDF databases. They proposed 

hybrid algorithm called 2-phase optimization (2PO) over the query chain and applied the same 

contribution over sesame method [52]. The work [53] introduced a model for predicting the 

cardinality by utilizing the summarization based on the pattern. The model utilized 2 main 

functions that is pattern & their sub-pattern is almost having similar frequencies and former 

knowledge of the pattern’s significance. They also utilized dynamic-programming with 2 

materialistic solutions. The work [54] presents a mechanism for optimizing static query for 

rearranging the BGP triple pattern.  

The work [6] presents genetic algorithm (GA), which is an optimization algorithm and by 

tested queries they evinced that the performance of GA is better for the bulky chain query when it 

is compared with the 2PO. However, 2PO performs better for the small queries through 10 

predicates. The work [55] presented RDF-3Xengine through dynamic programming in the form of 

an algorithm aimed at optimization query. To predict the joins cost among triple patterns, the 

selectivity histogram is utilized. The work [56] enhanced their former research as contributed in 

[55] and depicted a model for passing the information among separate joins and at the compiling 

time, they utilized cumulated statistics for providing triple pattern cardinality exactly. The work 

[57] applied their scheme in the Atlas system. Here, they utilized 3 materialistic optimization 

algorithms for reducing the transitional facts size that are produced by the algorithm of query 

processing utilizing the heuristic based on selectivity. The work [58] presented a model for 

predicting the cardinality on the basis of characteristic set.    

The work [59] presents that a model using GA for optimizing SPARQL query and for 

generating the plan, bushy trees is utilized. The work [2] studied the issue of query optimization 

by utilizing an algorithm called ACO over chain-query. The proposed method is compared with 

[5] & [6] and showed the results superiority over the other algorithms. The work [9] extends the 

characteristic set for providing a novel “RDF statistical synopsis”, which predicts the cardinalities 

accurately. The work [60] presented an ACS (Adaptive cuckoo search), which is an optimization 

algorithm for optimizing SPARQL query. The work [61] presented a novel solution for 

optimization by utilizing ACO and rearranging the triple patterns & the selectivity prediction 

introduced by the contribution [54] with some changes. The work [62] presented novel method of 

join rearranging, which converts query into multiple dimensional space vector and executes 

distance on the basis of optimization.  

The work [63] suggested “distributed RDF framework” that converts SPARQL queries into 

queries of Pig Latin, which are performed on the “Hadoop Map Reduce framework”. Here, this 

method is easy for handling the distributed RDF method, which does not need any modifications 

to Hadoop structure. Optimization schemes employed in the PigSPARQL lessen the quantity of 

data need to manage and also lessens the respective processing time of query. The suggested 
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method processes SPARQL queries on the “Map reduce cluster” whereas the programs of Pig 

Latin are performed in the of “Map reduce jobs (MRJ)” series. The suggested method design is 

able to handle “Big RDF data” as the SPARQL queries scalability is an important problem. For 

the query optimization of SPARQL, they have utilized the already present variable counting model 

proposed in [54]. Here, the used mechanism does not considered selectivity of recurrently 

occurring joins.  

The work [64] suggested Scalable, High Performance, Robust and Distributed Triple Store 

(SHARD) that is constant storage for the data of RDF and offers an end point for processing the 

queries of SPARQL. The triple store of SHARD is designed for storing the intermediate outcomes 

for the queries so that later it assists to increase processing of same SPARQL queries. In the 

SHARD, the map stage maps triple data towards variable bindings that satisfy query first clause. 

RDF triples were stored in the text files that are stored further on “HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File 

System)” & Map-reduce is utilized for matching query triple patterns with RDF stored data. The 

RDF data of SHARD groups is optimized by the subject & MRJ is formed for each TP (triple 

pattern) in the query of SPARQL. The triple store of SHARD limitation is that it could not execute 

any kind of the query restructuring or manipulation to enhance the SPARQL queries performance.  

The work [65] proposed MR & distributed RDF method based on HBase. The suggested 

method overcomes the limitation faced generally in MR based systems because of huge quantity 

of the intermediate query outcomes generated at the time of query-operations. Here, the suggested 

method utilizes joins of map side for query processing of SPARQL to overcome decrease in the 

performance faced because of side joins. Besides, the algorithm of job optimization is utilized for 

lessening the count of jobs in MR framework. Hence, much amount of the triple patterns is 

assessed in the Map-job. The RDF data is divided over the group and is utilized for creating a filter 

that is used for further lessening the input size towards map-jobs.  

The work [66] suggested new “distributed graph path query processing system” on well-

known “Apache Spark framework (ASF)”. They utilize the graph data method for disseminated 

processing. Besides, they suggested algorithm for graph path queries (GPQ) processing on spark. 

The GPQ includes the task of detecting the entire matching graph sub-frameworks, which content 

the issued query of SPARQL. Here, the suggested method is having dependency leverage on 

relatively faster ASF over the contemporary MR frameworks.  

The work [62] suggested a join rearranging method, which considers the relative variances 

between triple patterns by executing distance on the basis of optimization. This method produces 

deep trees in the binary left and compared with outdates heuristics & statistics-based methods. 

Here, triple patterns were mapped into multiple dimensional space vectors. Every triple pattern 

could be predicted as dimensional vector. The function of distance is implemented to compute 

distance matrix where the rows depict TPs and columns depict the features in multiple 

dimensional-space.  

The work [41] proposed Lusail system aimed at effective & scalable query processing of 

SPARQL over “decentralized RDF graphs”. Several optimizations are implemented in system 

during run and compile times for attaining low response time of query and scalability. The new 

“locality aware decomposition” is implemented at the compile time such that huge number of TPs 

in query could be together sent to location of source that contents these TPs. The “selectivity-based 

and parallel query execution” scheme is implemented during run time for delaying the performance 

of such sub-queries that are estimated to return maximum result.  
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2.1 Heuristic methods 

A chain query over an RDF data source has numerous query paths in the solution space. However 

not all of them are equally capable of giving the desired results as the discovery of the best query 

path especially with least cost associated is involved with several difficulties. The literature in this 

field has many techniques that have attempted to solve the optimization problem.   

2.1.1 Two-Phase Optimization 

The two-phase optimization approach based on the algorithm 2PO [67], determines the solutions 

in two stages, first with iterative improvement (II), and next with simulated annealing (SA). The 

process of finding the best solution for the chain query with minimal risks of local optimum first 

involves the stage II and the derived solutions are further improved in the SA stage. 

The probing of the solution is started with the iterative improvement step where random 

starting points or solutions are first determined. Then based on these derived solutions several 

random neighbors are discovered subsequently. In case the process finds a neighbor whose cost of 

execution is lower than the previous established, a step is executed to the new found neighbor. A 

neighbor solution is used to establish the desired solution by using different joining conditions 

such as, the join commutativity, the join associativity, the left join exchange, and the right join 

exchange [68]. Here the stage of iterative improvement is applied and continued till the process is 

unable of finding any other solution with lesser cost or else till the completion of the maximum 

time set for the phase in the process. 

The disadvantage with the iterative improvement technique is the problem of mostly finding 

the local optima. This problem is overcome with the simulated annealing technique with a strategy 

of declining probability usually applied only with the best local optimum obtained from the 

iterative improvement step with which it moves to a neighbor associated with higher cost, 

considering that maybe later it will discover a neighbor associated with lesser cost local optimum. 

2.1.2 Genetic Algorithm 

The Genetic Algorithm approach or the GA method [6], [67] is an alternative to the 2PO approach. 

The strategy of the approach is based on the survival rule of the fit where a number of derived 

solutions are in a simulation process evolved. A solution’s fitness and the inverse relationship 

related with its cost of execution determine the selection of the best fit solution among many. In 

this approach a random set of solutions are chosen from the many solutions and these chosen 

solutions are the first-generation solutions. Then for every new generation proliferation is done 

with the selection of a small part of the fittest solutions. By combining these solutions with a 

random selection of solutions of present generation the offspring for the next generation is evolved, 

where over a small part of the newer generations the last mutation is realized. The probability of 

selecting a solution is based on the solutions fitness value. The evolution process progresses till 

completion of the limit set for the number of generations or when any significant value is not 

achieved with the number of previously set specific generations. Finally, from the last generations 

solution set the fittest candidate is the solution selected. 

2.1.3 Ant Colony Optimization 

The technique Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) [69] is devised based on the idea used by ant 

colonies in food exploration by using pheromone traces to mark paths to food sources. This process 

when repeated gives paths of shorter lengths to the food source and as these paths are frequently 

traversed more pheromone is deposited where the less traversed paths see fading of the 
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pheromone’s traces. In this exploration finally the shortest path to the food source from the nest is 

found by the colony. 

The related research study [2] has the technique of ant colony optimization implement 

chain queries using RDF data sources. This RDF data is applied using a graph-based encoding 

technique which is an approach dependent on ordinal encoding devised in the paper [67] to perform 

the joining operations. The technique of ordinal encoding performs joining in iterations of 2 

operands, or base relations, or previous join results. Here an ordered list of operands is used to 

perform the joining of 2 operands, or join results. Next the join formed from 2 operands is saving 

to a position in the 1st appearing operand. This procedure for realizing the solution applies a 

process of encoding on the sequentially derived pairs of indices related to the performed join 

operand, which is one pair considering every join.  

3 Conclusions and Future Work 

This manuscript portrayed a comprehensive review on RDF query optimization techniques 

observed in contemporary literature. The observations of this review concluding that the majority 

of the contemporary query optimization methods are limited to query syntax standards such as 

SPARQL, and intended to optimize the queries, which are targeting single source of the RDF store. 

The heuristic methods are indeed optimal to achieve best at all sorts of performance metrics in 

regard to RDF query optimization. However, it is obvious to conclude from the observations of 

this comprehensive review that, the contemporary methods are still at their infant phase as such 

they limited to single source, and depends on RDF query syntax formats such SPARQL. The 

potential scope can be evinced for future research to portray the heuristic, meta-heuristic, and 

syntax independent query optimization techniques to deal with distributed RDF stores. 
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